
 

The last 12 months have been a blur for Perth quartet, Spacey Jane. With slots at 
Splendour in the Grass and the Laneway Festival, a debut appearance in triple j’s 
Hottest 100 plus Spotify streams approaching the 8 million mark, it might all seem an 
overnight explosion, but rest assured things happened slowly before they accelerated 
to a point that has the band more than pleasantly surprised.  

“I never really thought I’d be a musician per se until maybe like a year ago when things 
started working out for us,” says drummer/manager, Kieran Lama. “It was more like a 
thing for the weekends and to have fun, and slowly but surely it’s taken over my life in 
a really good way.” 

Kieran was but a pre-teen teen living in Geraldton, Western Australia, when his mother 
discovered him tapping on the kitchen table to The Pretender by the Foo Fighters and 
suggested he take up the drums. It was merely a hobby at first, but one that 
introduced him to schoolmate Caleb Harper, a budding vocalist/guitarist. They formed 
a band at school, but the strong creative bond between the pair often saw them 
busking. “We earnt $900 on a Christmas weekend on the Geraldton foreshore,” says 
Kieran. “I bought my Mum a nice necklace.” “It’d be a while before we’d earn 
anything like that again,” adds Caleb, laughing. 

With high school ending, Caleb moved down to Perth and was soon followed by 
Kieran, the pair were keen to lay down some musical roots. “We’d been jamming 
together, trying to write songs, just being frustrated at not really knowing anyone,” 
says Caleb. “We tried to start a band with some guys but it didn’t really work out.” 

As their city social lives improved and their circle widened, Caleb and Kieran were 
introduced to guitarist, Ashton Le Cornu, at a party. “We were match-made,” laughs 
Kieran. “I was at uni trying to find people to start a band with,” says Ashton. It was a 
match made in, well, Perth.  
  
By this point Ashton had met a bass player, Amelia Murray, in his university French 
class and soon after the four were all jamming on Violent Soho covers and the early 
makings of Spacey Jane songs, a band name that emerged almost immediately. 



“As soon as we first played together it was a thing,” Caleb recalls. “I remember 
wanting us to take it seriously, immediately, and wanting to play as many shows and 
rehearse and write as much as possible. It was so new to us; we weren’t a part of any 
music scene. We really were kids fresh outta school, but straight away we were into it 
and ready to go. We wanted to make something out of it.” 

It was a backyard party affair for some time during 2016, but a visit by Kieran, Caleb 
and Amelia to Splendour In The Grass saw the trio standing in a drinks line dreaming 
out loud, ‘we’re going to play here one day!’. Kieran bought all his current drum gear 
online with his phone whilst in the queue. It proved to be serendipitous.  

Back in Perth the game was well and truly on, as the band began to secure venue 
bookings. “When we started I think we wanted to sound like certain things,” Kieran 
recalls, “but we all come from such different backgrounds it just merged and became 
its own thing.” 

“It was about making the best music we could, that we liked the most, with the 
instruments we had,” Caleb adds. 

The band gigged for 12 months before releasing music and two years in Perth before 
ever touring. It was a time unimpeded by any premature attention in which they could 
explore their performance craft and define themselves as a live entity. Their debut EP, 
No Way To Treat An Animal, was a strong first outing, featuring key tracks (the 
140BPM live fave) Thrills and Feeding The Family, which has over 3 million streams on 
Spotify to date. 

“Ashton’s weird, sliding riff on that song is super-strange and is characteristic of how 
he plays guitar in general,” says Caleb. “It’s quite non-traditional, not what you’d 
expect from rock or indie and there’s been quite a lot more of that through the rest of 
our music.”  

The band’s follow-up release, 2018’s In The Slight, saw some encouraging evolution. 
“The first EP’s really fun,” offers Ashton, “but we gained a lot of maturity in the 
songwriting from the first to the second EP.” 

“From the theme and lyric-writing perspective going into the second EP I’d learn how 
to be comfortable writing about personal things and to begin enunciating them a bit 
better,” Caleb says. “I definitely think we focussed a lot more heavily on the dynamic 
between our guitars and playing off each other. On the first EP we were really just 



playing lots of guitar, always, and we learnt to step back a little bit and try and work 
with each other better.” 

In May 2019, Amelia left Spacey Jane to pursue a career in medicine. The band posted 
on social media seeking a new bassist (their most popular Instagram post ever) and 
amongst many applicants, recruited Peppa Lane, who in a very Perth way, turned out 
to be friends with a friend. That she jumped around while playing bass at her first 
rehearsal was a great sign from the get-go. 

“Peppa made me very excited for the band in a way that I hadn’t been for a while,” 
Caleb recalls. “I felt emotionally like we had to start again, in some ways, but with 
Peppa coming in it was like a reinvigoration of our music, our energy and our 
attitudes.”    

“Peppa fits in really well with us personality-wise, being funny and silly people,” adds 
Kieran. “She’s also brought a lot of theory knowledge to the band, which is cool. She’s 
the closest to classically trained out of any of us.” 

By this time the single, Good Grief, had been picked up by triple J and put on full 
rotation with Spacey Jane subsequently becoming an Unearthed Feature Artist. 
Following on from their first East Coast tour, the national game had well and truly 
begun. Fittingly, Peppa’s second-ever show with Spacey Jane was at Splendour In The 
Grass, the location of their big-stage dreams only a few years before.  

With several national tours under their collective belt the highlights have come thick 
and fast in more recent times – the aforementioned Splendour In The Grass slot; 
signing to AWAL/Kobalt after appearing at BIGSOUND; selling out Brisbane’s Tivoli 
Theatre, touring New Zealand with Sasami (US) and Vacations, attaining #80 with 
Good For You in the Hottest 100, and completing their debut album. Recorded at 
Blackbird Studios with Dave Parkin it’s the first release to feature Peppa on bass.  

“It’s more textural than the other stuff,” says Kieran, “different use of percussion and 
keys. Lots of layered guitars.”  

“It feels very clear,” explains Caleb, “like we’ve refined what we do as much as 
possible. There’s more space and less things that don’t need to be things, from a sonic 
perspective.” He notes that the band’s 2019 singles – Good Grief, Good For You and 
Head Cold - are good indicators of the album in general. 



“With having Peppa on there’s been a lot more harmonies,” he continues. “Peppa has 
an amazing voice. It definitely feels like there’s two singers in the band now.” 

In the meantime there’s plenty of playing to be done, for this band that Ashton says 
“has a huge source of happiness for all of us.” The live show, as ever, is all important. 
“The one thing you can have control over, without a doubt, is to play live well.” Peppa 
concurs: “We wouldn’t like to be a band where people come away thinking it sounds 
better recorded,” she says. “There has to be that element of raising it to the next 
level.” 

The debut album is scheduled for a June release, but prior to that a UK tour beckons 
in May. Life just keeps getting bigger for Spacey Jane.  

“If we can create audiences half way around the world then that’s like a dream come 
true,” says Kieran. “It’s super-exciting to think we’re going to spend an extended time 
abroad for the sake of our music careers. It’s a very strange place to be, considering 
we were writing music from a shed two-and-a-half years ago.” 

Spacey Jane are; 
Caleb Harper: vocals, guitar 
Ashton Le Cornu: guitar 
Peppa Lane: bass, vocals 
Kieran Lama: drums 
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